The quantum anomalous Hall effect is defined as a quantized Hall effect realized in a system without external magnetic field. Quantum anomalous Hall effect is a novel manifestation of topological structure in manyelectron systems, and may have potential applications in future electronic devices. In recent years, quantum anomalous Hall effect has been proposed theoretically and realized experimentally. In this review article, we provide a systematic overview of the theoretical and experimental developments in this field.
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INTRODUCTION
More than a century ago, in 1879 Edwin Hall discovered the Hall effect [1] , which occurs in a sheet of metal in a perpendicular magnetic field. An electric voltage perpendicular to the charge current is induced by the magnetic field, due to the Lorentz force acting on electrons, as is illustrated in Fig.  1(a) . In a two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) under low temperature and strong magnetic field, the Hall conductance becomes quantized in the unit of e 2 h , while longitudinal resistance drops to zero. This is known as the integer quantum Hall (IQH) effect [2] . The IQH effect occurs when electrons enter an incompressible state, with a robust uni-directional, or "chiral", edge state propagating along the boundary, and all other states localized, as shown in Fig. 1(d) . At a lower temperature, fractional quantum Hall (FQH) effect [3] can occur, which are realized by strongly correlated electron states with fractionally quantized Hall conductivity (in the same unit of One year after his discovery of the Hall effect, Edwin Hall also noticed that the Hall voltage was ten times larger in ferromagnetic materials than that in non-magnetic conductors, which is later known as the "anomalous Hall effect" [4] (Fig.  1(b) ). The physical origin of anomalous Hall effect has been studied extensively in the past 50 years [5] . Although the general mechanism is complicated with multiple contributions, the key ingredients responsible for the anomalous Hall effect that have been studied are magnetism, spin-orbit coupling and disorder effects. With the discovery of the quantum Hall effect, it is natural to ask whether there is a similar quantum version of the anomalous Hall effect, or the quantum anomalous Hall (QAH) effect. More precisely, the question is whether a quantized Hall conductance can be induced by mechanisms different from an external magnetic field, such as magnetism, spin-orbit coupling and/or disorder. An extreme form of this question is whether a state with a quantized Hall conductance can exist without external magnetic field at all. The first step of answering this question came from understanding the general topological reason of the Hall conductance quantization [6] [7] [8] . A geometrical gauge field can be defined in the space of momentum or twist-boundary conditions, which has a quantized total flux that determines the Hall conductance quantum. Therefore, the IQH effect can exist in more general systems as long as the geometrical gauge field is nontrivial. In 1988, F. D. M. Haldane proposed the first explicit model realizing quantized Hall conductance without orbital magnetic field [9] , which is known as the Haldane model. The Haldane model is a tight-binding model defined on a honeycomb lattice with real nearest neighbor hopping and complex next-nearestneighbor hopping.
Although the Haldane model demonstrated the theoretical possibility of realizing a QAH state, how to realize such a state in realistic materials remained unknown for another two decades. The solution was eventually discovered through a "detour" into another cousin of Hall effect-the spin Hall effect and the quantum spin Hall (QSH) effect. In a system with spin-orbit coupling, electrons with different spin directions can experience different forces. In particular, the motion of electrons in an external electric field can be biased to different directions depending on their spin direction, as is illustrated in Fig. 1(c) . This is named as the spin Hall effect [10] [11] [12] , since in the direction perpendicular to the electric field there is a net spin current though no net charge current. Different from the charge Hall effect, the spin Hall effect does not require timereversal symmetry breaking, and thus can occur in a semiconductor without magnetic field. Since 2005, the quantum version of the spin Hall effect (Fig. 1(f) ) was proposed theoretically [13] [14] [15] and realized experimentally in HgTe/CdTe quantum wells [16] soon after the theoretical proposal [15] . The discovery of the QSH effect has lead to the latter discovery of topological insulators and topological superconductors [17, 18] , which greatly expanded our understanding of topological states of matter. The QSH effect is deeply related to the QAH effect, since the simplest models realizing QSH effect describe electrons with opposite spin carrying opposite quantized Hall conductance, as is illustrated in Fig. 1(f) . The QH state of each spin component can be either a IQH state with Landau levels [14] or a QAH state [13, 19] . Although the QSH state is only protected by time-reversal symmetry and does not require the two spin components to be decoupled [20] , the simple QSH states with opposite QAH of each spin component pointed out a new route of realizing the QAH effect. Intuitively one can say that for electrons in a QSH state, each spin component is already in a QAH state, and the only problem is the Hall conductance of two spin components cancels each other due to time-reversal symmetry. Therefore the only remaining task is to remove the QAH effect of one spin component, so that the net Hall conductance becomes nonvanishing. This goal was achieved in Ref. [21] , in which HgTe/CdTe quantum wells doped with Mn impurities, in proper thickness range, was proposed to realize the QAH state, given that the Mn spins are polarized. However, Mn spins are paramagnetic instead of ferromagnetic in this material, so that a small external magnetic field is still required to polarize them in order to realize the QAH phase. Indeed, the early transport experiment [22] has observed a Hall conductance − e 2 h plateau starting at a quite small magnetic field and persisting for an extremely wide range of magnetic field, agreeing with the theoretical prediction.
More recently, a new QAH state was proposed in magnetically doped topological insulator films in the family of Bi 2 Se 3 [23] , which is ferromagnetic and thus finally leads to the realization of the QAH effect completely without external magnetic field. Bi 2 Se 3 and related materials Bi 2 Te 3 and Sb 2 Te 3 are three-dimensional topological insulators [24, 25] . Similar to the QSH state, the three-dimensional TI turns out to be also deeply related to the QAH state. A universal feature of three-dimensional TI is that its two-dimensional surface state always obtains a half quantized Hall conductance σ H = e 2 h n + 1 2 (with n an integer) once time reversal is broken [26, 27] . This becomes the key ingredient of realizing QAH state in the thin film of TI doped with magnetic impurities such as Cr or V. The first experimental realization of this proposal was achieved in Cr doped Bi(Sb) 2 Te 3 thin films [28] . The QAH state occurs when the bulk carrier density is tuned to be closed to zero by applying a gate voltage. The magnetic field dependence of the Hall conductivity shows a hysteresis loop that agrees with the anomalous nature of the QH state. In particular, the Hall conductance is quantized to ± e 2 h at zero external magnetic field. Since then this QAH state has been firmly verified in more and more works [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , in both Cr doped and V doped (Bi, Sb) 2 Te 3 films. An overview on the QAH effect is provided in Ref. [36] . This review article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we will first present a theoretical toy model, and then discuss the general conditions for the occurence of the QAH effect. Sec. III is devoted to the theoretical prediction of different classes of realistic QAH materials and the recent experimental realization. Sec. IV contains the conclusion and further discussions.
THEORY OF THE QUANTUM ANOMALOUS HALL EFFECT
General setup and history In the QH effect, the Hall conductance is quantized to the integer value of e 2 /h. Consider a general non-interacting
with α, β = 1, 2, ..., N labeling N orbitals in each unit cell. Diagonalization of single particle Hamiltonian matrix h(k) gives the eigenstates |nk . The components α|nk = u α nk describe the periodic part of Bloch wavefunctions for the n-th band. For a band insulator with M of the N bands fully occupied, the Hall conductance can be calculated directly using Kubo formula, which at zero temperature is reduced to the following formula:
where
a = (a x , a y ) is a gauge field in the momentum space which describes the Berry's phase obtained by adiabatically changing momentum k in the Brillouin zone. The Hall conductance is the net flux of the Berry's phase gauge field a times a universal constant e 2 /2πh. This formula was first studied for the IQH state and is known as the Thouless-KohmotoNightingale-Nijs (TKNN) formula [6] . Mathematically, the flux of a gauge field on a compact manifold, such as the Brillouin zone torus, is always quantized, which is called the first Chern number.
In the QH effect, non-zero Chern number comes from strong magnetic fields and the associated Landau levels. A natural question arises: can non-zero Chern number exist an electronic band without Landau levels? It has been known [5] for a while that Berry curvature in the momentum space can emerge in an electronic band of a metallic system and leads to the so-called intrinsic anomalous Hall effect. Therefore, there is no constraint to forbid the appearance of non-zero Chern number for a band in an insulating system. The first explicit model with quantized Hall conductance in absent of magnetic fields was constructed by F. D. M. Haldane [9] in the honeycomb lattice. Besides the nearest neighbor hopping between A and B sublattices in the honeycomb lattice, this tight-binding model takes into account the complex secondneighbour hopping induced by a periodic local magnetic flux. The directions of positive phase hopping is indicated by the arrows in Fig. 2(a) . It should be emphasized that the periodic local magnetic flux is chosen to keep zero total flux through one hexagonal unit cell so that the full lattice translation symmetry is respected. The Hamiltonian of this model is given by
where σ i are the Pauli matrices for A and B sublattices, t 1 is for the nearest neighbour hopping, t 2 is for the complex second-neighbour hopping, φ is the phase accumulated by the t 2 hopping and M is for on-site energy between A and B sublattices. a i are the displacements from a B site to its three nearest-neighbor A site and b i are displacements for nearest neighbor sites in the same sublattices. When both M and t 2 are zero, two Dirac cones appear at the corner of the Brillouin zone (usually denoted as K and K'), which have been well studied ever since the discovery of graphene. As shown in Fig.  2 [19] discussed the possibility of the QAH effect in semiconductors, and proposed a different two-band tight-binding model with the QAH phase, which is defined on the square lattice and has low energy excitations around momentum k = 0. Compared to the Haldane model, this model turns out to be more closely related to the realistic material proposals of the QAH states [21, 23] . Furthermore, this model is also closely related to the so-called BHZ model of B. A. Bernevig, T. L. Hughes and S. C. Zhang [15] , which describes the first QSH insulator, the HgTe quantum well. This model can be viewed as a lattice regularized Hamiltonian of Dirac fermions, which can be generalized straightfowardly to lattice Dirac models in general dimensions. It turns out that the lattice Dirac models can be used as "prototype models" which describes all free-fermion topological insulators in different dimensions and symmetry classes [26] . In the following, we will introduce this simple two-band model and analyze it's physical properties. Based on the explicit understanding gained in this model, we will then discuss the necessary conditions for realizing the QAH phase in realistic systems. The minimal two-band model was first introduced by Qi [19] , given by
A, B, M are some material related parameters and their physical meaning depends on detailed properties of materials. The topological property of the model (4) is determined by the unit-vectord(k) = d(k)/|d(k)| in the momentum space. For generic models with general form (4), without specifying the form of vector d a (k) one can directly simplify the TKNN formula (1) of the zero temperature Hall conductivity as
The expression (6) has an explicit geometric meaning. The functiond(k) defines a mapping from the momentum k to the unit vector (|d| = 1) in a sphere, denoted asd(
Here K denote the momentum space and in a lattice, it corresponds to the Brillouin zone, belonging to the torus T 2 .
One notices thatd
is exactly the Jacobian of this mapping. Thus, the integration over the whole Brillouin zone gives the area which the vectord covers, which equals to the integer number times the area of a unit-sphere surface, 4πn. This integer number n is just the winding number for this mapping [19, [37] [38] [39] . Consequently, the Hall conductivity is given by σ H = n e 2 h . A more intuitive picture can be obtained by taking the continuum limit of this model around k = 0, given by
Here we expand the Hamiltonian up to the second order in k. Without the parabolic term (B = 0), this Hamiltonian is nothing but massive 2+1D Dirac Hamiltonian with the Dirac mass M , which was studied by Jackiw [40] . For our purpose, it turns out that the parabolic term is essential, as discussed below. This continuous model corresponds to the case where the gap for large k is much larger than that near k = 0, so the corresponding topological property is determined by low energy physics around k = 0. In this case, the Brillouin zone is approximated by a 2D infinite plane. For most general function d(k), the quantization of the integral in Eq. (6) may fail because k is not defined on a compact manifold anymore. However, this is not a problem in the model in Eq. (5) because d(k) has a simple behavior at large k. For large enough k, the parabolic term will dominate over other terms, leading tô d = sign(B)ẑ. Therefore, there is no contribution to the winding number (6) from large momentum, and the quantization of Hall conductivity still holds. For the Hamiltonian (5) together with (7), one can explicitly show thatd = sign(M )ẑ for k = 0 andd = sign(B)ẑ for k → ∞. Therefore, when M/B < 0, thed vector is perpendicular to the plane and points in opposite directions at k = 0 and k → ∞. For other momenta, thed vector tilts to the plane and thus forms a skyrmion configuration in the momentum space with a winding number 1, leading to the Hall conductance e 2 /h. In contrast, for M/B > 0, thed vector points the same direction for k = 0 and k → ∞ and gives rise to zero winding number, as well as zero Hall conductance. Thus, the Hall conductivity is quantized to be e 2 /h for the regime M/B < 0 and zero for M/B > 0. The energy band dispersions for M/B > 0 and M/B < 0 are shown in Fig. 3 . We called the case with M/B > 0 as normal band structure and that with M/B < 0 as the "inverted" band structure. The "inverted" band structure usually possesses topologically non-trivial property. Between these two distinct phases, a topological phase transition occurs at the gapless critical point with M = 0 and the corresponding system is described by a massless Dirac fermion. The "inverted" band structure provides us an intuitive picture to understand how non-trivial topological property occurs in realistic materials and also a helpful guidance to search for realistic topoloigical materials.
Just like the QH effect, one expects chiral edge modes to appear at the boundary of the above two-band model in the inverted regime as a result of non-zero Hall conductance. To see edge states explicitly, let us consider the eigen equation h(−i∂ x , k y )ψ(x) = Eψ(x) of the two-band model in a semiinfinite sample (x > 0) with the boundary condition ψ(x = 0) = 0 and ψ(x → ∞) = 0. We set k y = 0 and search for zero energy state (E = 0). We take the wave function ansatz ψ ∼ e λx ξ with two component spinor ξ. With this ansatz, the eigen equation is simplified as (M − Bλ 2 )ξ + Aλσ y ξ = 0. Thus, the spinor ξ should be the eigen state of σ y , σ y ξ s = sξ s (s = ±), and λ satisfies the equation Bλ 
. The boundary condition ψ(x = 0) = 0 leads to c s1 + c s2 = 0 for s = ± because ξ + and ξ − are orthogonal to each other. As a consequence, in order to satisfy the condition ψ(x → ∞) = 0, one needs λ 1 λ 2 = −M/B > 0, which is exactly the condition for band inversion discussed above. Under this condition, one can further show that for
Therefore, only one kind of spin state is normalizable for the zero mode. Furthermore, we can consider the dispersion along the k y direction for the zero mode. To the leading order, if we assume the wavefunction of the zero mode does not depend on k y , i.e. if the edge state wavefunction with momentum k y is given by φ ky (x, y) = ψ(x)e iky y , the energy of this state is simply
The linear dispersion shows that the edge state is chiral, with a velocity determined by A and B. The existence of chiral edge modes directly demonstrate the non-zero quanitzed Hall conductivity in the 2D bulk system.
Two conditions for realistic materials
In the above, we have presented a minimal model for the QAH effect and obtain the quantized Hall conductivity, as well as chiral edge modes, for this model. Based on this understanding, one may ask what are the physical criteria for the QAH effect that will guide our search for realistic QAH materials. One essential condition is inverted band structure (or M/B < 0 for the minimal model). In realistic systems, it is known that time reversal invariant topological insulators possess this type of band structure [15] . For topological insulators, inverted band structure is driven by strong spin-orbit coupling and time reversal symmetry is preserved. Thus, Hall conductance must be zero and its edge/surface state is of helical type, consisting of both spin. We may make an analog and require the band inversion also to occur only for one species of spin, accompanied by the breaking of time reversal symmetry. This can be achieved in ferromagnetic materials with a large spin splitting due to the so-called exchange coupling between magnetic moments and electron spin. Thus, to look for the QAH effect, we require ferromagnetic insulators with a strong exchange coupling.
This disucssion suggests two necessary conditions for the QAH effect: (1) inverted band structures and (2) ferromagnetic insulators. For the first condition, we may consider materials with electronic band structure in the inverted regime or close to the transition point when there is no magnetization. Only for these materials, it is possible for the exchange coupling to drive the system into the inverted regime. This indicates that we should consider TR invariant TIs, of which the band structure is already inverted, or other narrow gap (or zero gap) semiconductors. The second condition is not easy to satisfy since ferromagnetism usually coexists with metallic behaviors and ferromagnetic insulators are rare. The reason is that in most ferromagnetic systems, ferromagnetism originates from RKKY mechanism, of which ferromagnetic coupling is usually mediated by free carriers. For example, the QAH effect was first predicted in Mn doped HgTe quantum wells [21] . However, due to the lack of free carriers, magnetic moments of Mn atoms in this system is coupled antiferromagnetically rather than ferromagnetically. This difficulty prevents a direct observation of the QAH effect in this system. There are several ferromagnetic insulators, such as EuO and GdN. However, inverted band structure is difficult to be realized in these materials due to the large band gap. This difficulty was overcome in magnetically doped Bi or Sb chalcogenides. A key insight [23] is that strong spin-orbit coupling can significantly enhance spin susceptibility, particularly in the inverted band regime, through the Van Vleck mechanism. With this mechanism for ferromagnetic insulators in an inverted material, the last missing piece for realizing QAH state was found, and this theoretical prediction was verified by experiments soon afterwards. In the next section, we will follow the history of this field and discuss Mn doped HgTe quantum wells first, which is also helpful for illustrating the general mechanism of relating the QAH effect with time-reversal invariant topological insulators. Then we will discuss the rapid development of the theoretical and experimental studies of this effect in magnetically doped Bi or Sb chalcogenides. Finally, we will comments on other possible materials.
REALISTIC MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTS

Magnetically doped HgTe and InAs/GaSb quantum wells
HgTe and CdTe are typical II-VI group compound semiconductors, which possess the zinc-blende lattice structure with both the anion and cation atoms forming two interpenetrating face-centered-cubic lattices. Similar to other II-VI and III-V semiconductors, the bands of HgTe and CdTe near Fermi energy are a s-type band (Γ 6 ), and a p-type band split by spinorbit coupling into a J = 3/2 band (Γ 8 ) and a J = 1/2 band (Γ 7 ), where J denotes the total angular momentum. CdTe has an energy gap (∼ 1.6eV) and its band ordering is normal with s-type (Γ 6 ) bands above p-type (Γ 7 and Γ 8 ) bands. In constrast, HgTe has an inverted band structure [15] : Γ 6 bands are below Γ 8 bands with a negative energy gap of ∼ 0.3eV. HgTe can form a quantum well (QW) structure with CdTe as a barrier, in which both the conduction and valence bands are splitted into sub-bands, denoted as |E n for electron Γ 6 bands and |H n for heavy-hole Γ 8 bands (n = 1, 2, · · · ), due to the quantum confinement. Because of the opposite band sequence between CdTe and HgTe, a topological phase transition exists in this system at a critical thickness of the quantum well, denoted as d c (d c ≈ 6.3nm), across which the band sequence between |E 1 and |H 1 sub-bands is reversed. For the thickness d < d c , |E 1 state has higher energy than |H 1 state (normal band structure) while for d > d c , |E 1 is below |H 1 , leading to a similar inverted band structure as descibed in the last section. However, different from our simple model, we need to consider electron spin states for both |E 1 and |H 1 sub-bands. Thus, under the basis |E 1 , + , |H 1 , + , |E 1 , − and |H 1 , − (here ± labels spin states), the Hamiltonian describing the low energy physics in HgTe/CdTe quantum wells is written as
where h(k) is given by the Hamiltonian (5). Therefore, this Hamiltonian is just two copies of the two band model with each copy described by the minimal two-band model (4) and is first described by B. A. Bernevig, T. L. Hughes and S. C. Zhang [15] , known as the BHZ Hamiltonian. These two copies are for spin up and spin down states and related to each other by TR symmetry. The BHZ Hamiltonian forms the basis of the QSH effect, for which edge states also exist and reveal a helical nature. The band inversion for electrons with both spins does not directly give QAH effect since time-reversal symmetry has not been broken. However, it does make the realization of QAH state easier, since there is actually two QAH effects (for opposite spins) canceling each other, and we simply need to break time reversal and turn off one of them. For this purpose, magnetization is introduced to this system [21] , so that the two spin blocks are no longer related. Physically, magnetization is introduced by Mn doping. Mn 2+ substitutes Hg 2+ , and the localized spin of Mn ion couples with that of itinerant electrons through exchange coupling
where spin splitting is 2G E for the |E 1 , ± band and 2G H for the |H 1 , ± band. The corresponding energy gap is E
To realized the QAH effect, we require that (1) the state with one kind of spin is in the inverted regime while the other goes to the normal regime; and (2) the entire system is in the insulating regime. Combining these two requirement leads to a simple condition G E G H < 0, which means that the spin splittings for electron sub-bands and hole sub-bands are opposite. As shown in Fig. 4(a) , in this case, the energy gap for one copy of spin is increased while that for the other spin is decreased. Thus, the low energy physics is just described by the two-band model (5), which can result in the QAH phase. In the other regime where G E G H > 0, electrons with opposite spin still acquire different gaps, but the system becomes metallic before the two blocks develop an opposite Hall conductance.
The above discussion suggests that to realize inverted band structure for one spin but normal band dispersion for the other, the key condition is that spin splitting for electron and heavy hole sub-bands has opposite sign (G E G H < 0). Fortunately, in HgTe QW doped with Mn, sp-d exchange coupling indeed gives the opposite signs for spin splitting of |E 1 and |H 1 bands. The underyling reason is different exchange mechanism for the coupling between electron spin and magnetic moments for Γ 6 and Γ 8 bands. For Γ 8 bands consisting of p orbitals, there is a large hybridization between p orbital from anions, such as Te, and d orbital from Mn which replace cation positions. As a result, the so-called p-d exchange mechanism gives rise to antiforromagnetic coupling between Γ 8 bands and magnetic moments. In contrast, the Γ 6 bands come from s orbitals of cations, such as Hg, and its hybridization to d orbitals of Mn atoms is forbidden by symmetry. Thus, the direct exchange coupling is dominant here, leading to ferromagnetic coupling. The direct calculation based on the eight band Kane model indeed confirms the opposite exchange coupling for electron and heavy hole sub-bands, suggesting that the required inverted band structure can be satisfied in this system. However, the difficulty of this system lies in the fact that it is a paramagnetic rather than ferromagnetic material. The magnetization in Mn doped HgTe satisfies the Curie-Weiss rule
where S 0 = 5/2, B 5/2 is the Brillouin function and T 0 stands for a weak antiferromagnetic coupling between magnetic moments. Due to T 0 , Mn doped HgTe reveals spin glass behaviors at low temperatures, which is the main obstacle to observe the QAH effect in this system experimentally. Therefore, a small magnetic field is required to magnetize the system and the orbital effect (Landau levels) is inevitable. However, it is still possible to distinguish the effect of magnetization from the orbital effect by checking the behaviors of Landau levels. We may first check the Landau level with initial magnetization at a zero magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . One can see that the gap at a zero magnetic field corresponds to the regimes with −e 2 /h Hall conductance in the Landau level fan diagram. This indicates that the QAH effect and the corresponding QH effect are adiabatically connected. For the realistic situation, there is no magnetization at a zero magnetic field, so the zero field gap is connected to the zero Hall conductance regime. However, from Fig. 4(c) , one can see that the energy of the zeroth Landau level of the valence band (black line) first shows a rapid and nonlinear increase in energy at low magnetic field and then follow the linear behavior at higher field. This is because magnetic moments can be easily polarized by magnetic field and saturate at a magnetic field weaker than 1T. Therefore, if Fermi energy is tuned into the bulk gap, we expect the quantized Hall conductance can be observed at a small magnetic field. Indeed, transport experiments performed by Molenkamp's group [22] have indeed observed an extremely long quantized Hall plateau with the Hall conductivity −e 2 /h with magnetic fields ranging from 0.3T up to 30T. This provides the evidence of the quantized Hall conductance plateau induced by magnetization, rather than the magnetic field in this system. Moreover, different behaviors between exchange coupling of magnetic moments and the orbital effect from magnetic fields can also be unveiled by rotating magnetic fields [41] .
More recently, it was proposed that the QAH effect can be realized in another diluted magnetic semiconductor heterostructure, Mn doped type II InAs/GaSb quantum wells [42] . Both InAs and GaSb are III-V group semiconductors. The unique feature of these two materials is that the conduction band minimum of InAs has lower energy than the valence band maximum of GaSb, due to the large band offset. As a consequence, for the InAs/GaSb/AlSb quantum wells, in which InAs and GaSb together serve as well layers and AlSb layers are for barriers, the first electron subband |E 1 of InAs layers lies below the first hole subband |H 1 of GaSb layers, when the well thickness is large enough. The effective model for this system is essentially the same as that for HgTe/CdTe QWs and this material has been theoretically predicted to be a QSH system [43] . Therefore, it is natural to expect that magnetic doping can drive this system into the QAH state. It turns out that there are two salient features making this system more attractive than Mn doped HgTe QWs. Firstly, Since the |E 1 band in the InAs layer is lower than the |H 1 band in the GaSb layer, there is a charge transfer between these two layers. Therefore, if one neglects the coupling between these two layers, InAs is electron-doped while GaSb is holedoped. The coupling between these two layers can open a hybridization gap. However, since two bands are separated into two layers, this hybridization gap is quite small. Correspondingly, in the effective model (10), the coefficient A in the linear term is much smaller in this system than that in HgTe QWs. Due to the small A term, energy dispersion reveals a Mexican hat shape for both the conduction and valence bands, resulting in a peak of the density of states around band edges. This band edge singularity is responsible for the enhancement of spin susceptibility discussed below. Secondly, both Mn doped InAs and GaSb are diluted magnetic semiconductors, and the exchange mechanism is consistent with free-hole-mediated ferromagnetism within a mean field Zener model [44] [45] [46] [47] . If one neglects the coupling between InAs and GaSb layers, there are free carriers in both layers due to charge transfer, leading to ferromagnetism in the system. However, when hybridization gap is taken into account, free-hole mediated mechanism does not work. Thanks to the band edge singularity, spin susceptibility is enhanced even for the Fermi energy in the hybridization gap. Thus, the ferromagnetic insulating phase is possible in this system. By combining the first principles calculations and the analytical Kane model, it was found that both conditions can be naturally satisfied for magnetically doped InAs/GaSb quantum wells, which provide good candidates for realizing the QAH insulator at a high temperature.
Mn doped HgTe QWs and InAs/GaSb QWs provide examples of the QAH states in II-VI and III-V compound semiconductor heterostructures. A more general scheme based on p-n junction structure has been proposed by H.J. Zhang et al [48] for other II-VI, III-V and IV semiconductors. The authors have shown that for some narrow gap semiconductors, inverted band structure can naturally exist at the interface between p and n-type region. These structures are dubbed "junction quantum wells" in the limit where both the p-type and n-type regions are narrow, and comparable in size to the interface region, and can host the QSH state. This scheme can also be applied to conventional diluted magnetic semiconductors, leading to the QAH state.
Magnetically doped (BiSb)2(TeSe)3 family of materials
Tetradymite semiconductors Bi 2 Te 3 , Bi 2 Se 3 and Sb 2 Te 3 is a family of three dimensional TR invariant TIs with the helical surface state of a single Dirac cone at each surface [24, 25] . It has been shown that a thin film of 3D TI crosses over to a 2D insulator which is either a TI (the QSH state) or a trivial insulator, depending on the thickness of the film in an oscillatory fashion [49, 50] . Therefore, inverted band structures can be realized in this class of materials in a controllable manner. In addition, it is remarkable that the ferromagnetism can be realized in this class of materials by doping with proper transition metal elements, such as Cr, Fe and V, even in the insulating regime, which is predicted by Yu et al [23] . Based on the first principles calculations and the mean field Zener model, Yu et al showed that spin susceptibility is significantly enhanced due to the Van Vleck mechanism in the inverted regime. Therefore, inverted band structure can drive the system into a ferromagnetic insulating phase. This prediction was soon confirmed by the experiment, in which by tuning the chemical composition of Te and Se in Bi 2 (Te 1−x Se x ) 3 , a topological phase transition between TIs and normal insulators is accompanied by a magnetic phase transition between ferromagnetism and paramagnetism [51] . Therefore, both conditions for the QAH effect are naturally satisfied in this class of materials.
To understand the mechanism of QAH effect in this family of materials, we do not need to start from the full 3D theory. Instead, it is sufficient to start from the two massless surface states at the top and bottom surfaces of a TI film. For each surface Dirac cone, its effective model is similar to our two band model, but with the mass term vanishing M (k) = 0 due to time reversal symmetry. When magnetization is introduced in the surface and couples to surface electron spin, the mass M can be non-zero and open a gap for surface Dirac cones. We emphasize that in this case, the quadratic term B in Eq. (5) is still zero. For this case, we find thed vector is perpendicular to the plane for k = 0 but lies in the plane for k → ∞. Therefore, it forms half of a skyrmion configuration, known as a "meron". For such a "meron" configuration, thed vector only covers half of the unit sphere, leading to a winding number ±1/2 and corresponding to a Hall conduc-tance ± e 2 2h . The sign of the Hall conductance depends on the magnetization direction (or the sign of mass M ). This half Hall conductance of 2D massive Dirac model has been studied for a long time in high energy physics, known as the "parity anomaly" [9, 26, 27, 40, 52] . We emphasize that this half Hall conductance only exists at one surface of 3D TIs and distinguish topological surface states from any purely 2D states. In a realistic 2D system, this half Hall conductance cannot be observed since there are always even number of 2D Dirac fermions, known as the "fermion doubling theorem" [53, 54] . For our interest, we may consider a TI thin film, for which there are two surfaces, top and bottom surfaces. Thus, the total number of Dirac cones is two in the whole film, as is required by the fermion doubling theorem. We may introduce magnetization to gap both surfaces. When magnetic moments on both surfaces are in parallel, we find both surface states contribute to the Hall conductance with the same sign, resulting in a total Hall conductance of ±e 2 /h, as shown in Fig.  5(a) [26] . This exactly corresponds to the QAH effect that we are looking for. When magnetic moments of two surfaces are opposite, the Hall conductance for two surface states cancels each other, so there is no total Hall conductance (Fig. 5(b) ). This discussion concludes that uniform magnetization in TI thin films can lead to the QAH effect. Here STI is for strong topoogical insulator and FM is for ferromagnetism [26] .
In a thin film of TI, one cannot neglect the coupling between top and bottom surface states. A low energy effective model, taking into account this type of coupling, was proposed in Ref. [23] as
where σ is the Pauli matrices for spin and the upper and lower blocks denote two surfaces respectively. Thus, the basis is given by |t ↑ , |t ↓ , |b ↑ and |b ↓ where t, b are for top and bottom surfaces and ↑, ↓ are for spin. v f is Fermi velocity and
y ) describes the coupling between top and bottom surfaces. The exchange coupling between magnetic moments and electron spin is given by
At the first sight, this Hamiltonian is different from the Hamiltonian (10) . One can consider the binding and antibinding states of two surface states, | ± σ = (|tσ ± |bσ )/ √ 2, with σ =↑, ↓. Under these basis, the Hamiltonian is transformed to
under the basis |+ ↑ , |− ↓ , |+ ↓ and |− ↑ . Here
, which is similar to that in the Hamiltonian (10) . For exchange coupling, compare to the case of Mn doped HgTe QWs, one can notice that the situation here indeed corresponds to the case with G E G H < 0 in the exchange coupling (11) . Thus, the conditions for the inverted band structure and an ferromagnetic insulating state are automatically satisfied and this analysis suggests the existence of the QAH effect in magnetically doped Bi 2 Te 3 family of materials. This theoretical prediction was first confirmed experimentally in the transport measurement of Cr doped (Bi,Sb) 2 Te 3 thin films [28] . The first experimental attempt was to achieve stable ferromagnetism in Bi or Sb chalcogenides. It turns out that magnetic property of this family of materials dramatically depends on both parent compounds and magnetic dopants. For example, a robust out-of-plane ferromagnetism was observed in Cr, V and Mn doped Bi 2 Te 3 or Sb 2 Te 3 [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , while spin glassy behavior was observed in Fe doped Bi 2 Te 2 [61] . For Mn doped Bi 2 Se 3 , ferromagnetism is only found on the surface and magnetization measurements reveal hysteresis for both the out-of-plane and in-plane magnetizations [62, 63] . For the purpose of realizing the QAH effect, we require ferromagnetism out of the plane. Therefore, it is natural to consider Cr, V and Mn doped Bi 2 Te 3 or Sb 2 Te 3 .
The first experimental observation of the QAH effect was reported in Cr doped (Bi,Sb) 2 Te 3 thin film with five quintuple layers [28] . As shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) , hysterisis loop in Hall and longitudinal resistivity was observed and Hall resistivity was almost h/e 2 at a zero magnetic field when the temperature is lowered to 30mK. At the same time, the longitudinal resistivity drops significantly to 0.098h/e 2 (∼ 2.53kΩ). Furthermore, the observed plateau at a zero magnetic field is adiabatically connected to the quantum Hall plateau at high magnetic fields. All these observations confirm the existence of the QAH effect in this system. This experimental breakthrough has immediately aroused great interest of researchers in this field and was soon reproduced by several other experimental groups [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Nevertheless, for the first experiment of the QAH effect, a relatively large residual longitudinal resistance (around 2.5kΩ) always remains and the corresponding Hall conductance is around 0.987e 2 /h at zero magnetic field. Furthermore, this effect only occurs around 30mK and the longitudinal resistance will increase significantly once the temperature is increased to 1K. Therefore, an improvement of sample quality is required to demonstrate the precise quantization of this effect. In Cr doped (Bi,Sb) 2 Te 3 films, the quantization of the Hall conductance was improved to the value within 0.01% of e 2 /h and the longitudinal resistance reached as low as 15Ω through adiabatic demagnetization cooling of the system [31] . More recently, the QAH effect was observed in V doped (Bi,Sb) 2 Te 3 [34] with the zero-field longitudinal resistance down to 0.00013 ± 0.00007h/e 2 (∼ 3.35 ± 1.76Ω), Hall conductance reaching 0.9998 ± 0.0006e 2 /h and the Hall angle becoming as high as 89.993 ± 0.004 o at T = 25mK. The advantage of this material lies in the fact that it is a hard ferromagnet with a large coercive field (H c > 1.0T ) and a relative high Curie temperature. These observations lay a firm foundation for the future experiments and applications of the QAH effect.
More recent experiments start exploring different aspects of the observed QAH effect. Ref. [30] observed the QAH effect in thicker Cr doped (Bi,Sb) 2 Te 3 films up to 10 quintuple layers. Non-local transport measurements [30] have also been performed to reveal the coexistence of chiral edge modes and non-chiral ones, which has been predicted theoretically [64] . Ref. [29] first explored the global phase diagram of the QAH effect. By mapping the behavior of the conductivity tensor as a function of temperature, magnetic field and chemical potential, they find the delocalization behvior of the QAH effect quantitatively agrees with the theoretical prediction based on renormalization group analysis for the QH state [65] [66] [67] . For example, in Fig. 7(a) , all lines of conductance tensor for different magnetic fields clearly collapse onto the same semicircle when the contribution of bulk carriers is not significant. The global phase diagram is further clarified by Ref. [32] by tilting the magnetic field. In Fig. 7(b) , two semi-circles for conductance tensor are revealed with the longitudinal conductance minimum at the ±e 2 /h Hall plateau, as well as the unique zero resistance plateau [32, 33] , as predicted by Wang et al [65] . These observations establish the equivalence between the QAH effect and QH effect in term of their topological nature.
Other classes of materials
Besides the two classes of materials reviewed above, the QAH effect was also proposed in a large variety of materials, including graphene, silicene, germanene and stanene systems [9, [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] , transition metal oxides [76] [77] [78] , and others [79] . Hybrid structures combining magnetic insulators with TIs are also discussed [80] .
Graphene of a honeycomb lattice structure was the first model system for the study of the QAH effect, as proposed by Haldane [9] . In Ref. [81] it was shown that a strong interaction can induce a spontaneous symmetry breaking and drive the system into the QAH state. More sophisticated theoretical calculations suggest that the QAH can also be realized in graphene once exchange coupling and spin-orbit coupling are introduced [68] [69] [70] by, for example, decoration with 5d transition-metal adatoms [71] . The next development along this line is about other monolayer materials with honeycomb lattice structure, such as silecene, germanene and stanene, which are formed by a single layer of buckled honeycomb lattice of silicon, germanium and tin, respectively. Since these elements are heavier than carbon, intrinsic spin-orbit coupling in these materials is much stronger than that in graphene. Thus, once exchange coupling is introduced to these systems, the QAH effect is naturally expected [72] [73] [74] [75] . It should be emphasized that for germanene and stanene, low energy physics is dominated by the band inversion between s orbitals and p x −p y orbitals, rather than p z orbitals [75] . It has been shown that ferromagnetism can emerge in germanene and stanene by controlling surface functionality instead of magnetic doping [74] .
Transition metal oxides (TMO) also provide another poten-tial family of materials to search for QAH effect since 4d and 5d elements of transition metals naturally carry large magnetic moments and strong spin-orbit coupling. It was first pointed out by D. Xiao [76] that the (111) bilayer heterostructure of perovskite TMO can be viewed as a buckled honeycomb lattice and has natively inverted band structure. This leads to material proposals of bilayer LaAuO 3 , LaNiO 3 and LaCoO 3 heterostructures [77] and some TMO materials with double perovskite structure [78, 82] . Besides these families of materials, hybrid structures [80, 83] have also been discussed for the QAH effect and these systems have the advantage of separating topological nature and ferromagnism into two different materials, which can possibly allow the effect to be realized in a stronger ferromagnet and at higher temperature. In particular, Ref. [83] proposed the QAH effect in materials with 5d elements. Potential candidate materials for QAH effect with the Hall conductance higher than e 2 /h have also been considered theoretically [79, [84] [85] [86] . The QAH effect has also been proposed in other magnetic structures [87, 88] .
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
In this article, we have reviewed the theoretical prediction and experimental realization of the QAH effect. By making use of spin-orbit coupling and magnetism, a material without external magnetic field can have quantized Hall conductance, as a consequence of the Berry's phase gauge field in momentum space. This effect has been predicted and experimentally verified in magnetically doped topological insulators. The discovery of the QAH effect has significance in both fundamental science and potential applications. Different from conventional QH effect, the QAH effect is a direct demonstration of intrinsic topological properties of a material, rather than those imposed by an external magnetic field. Viewing from a different angle, the materials with QAH effect are deeply connected to topological properties of both two-dimensional and three-dimensional topological insulators. The observation of QAH effect has provided a direct demonstration of the topological response properties of topological insulators in electrical transport measurements. In addition, realizing QAH state also opens the door for future experiments to verify other topological properties of TI related to time-reversal breaking at the surface, such as the topological magneto-electric (TME) effect [26] , the image monopole effect [89] and topological Faraday rotation [26, 90] .
There are various generalizations of QAH effects in other systems and physical situations. Similar to the QH effect, the QAH effect also has a fractional QH generalization in strongly interacting systems, which has been recently proposed and studied theoretically, known as the fractional Chern insulators (FCI) [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] . The realization of FCI phases requires strong electron interaction and a narrow topologically nontrivial band that is partially filled. QAH effect has also been generalized to systems with periodic time-dependent Hamiltonian, known as the Floquet Chern insulators [101] [102] [103] [104] . Effective topological band structure can be induced by the timedependent coupling, such as optical transition between different bands for an electron in external photon field. Beyond electron systems, the topological band structure leading to QAH effect has also been proposed and even realized in cold atom systems [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] , photonic crystals [111] [112] [113] [114] and magnonics [115] [116] [117] .
QAH effect also has potential applications in future electronic devices. A key signature of the QH and QAH states is the chiral edge state, which can carry electric current without dissipation, since all electrons have the same direction of current, and backscattering is impossible. Dissipationless transport is always very important since Joule heating becomes a more and more significant problem when the size of electronic devices is reduced [118] . If QAH edge states are used to transport electric current, the only source of resistance is the contact resistance which is independent from the length of the edge. Consequently, using such a "chiral interconnect" will be more efficient than an ordinary metal wire as long as the length exceeds a critical value [119] . It has been shown that chiral edge states can also carry spin polarization [120] , thus enabling the potential applications in spintronics. Another mechanism to realize dissipationless transport is, of course, using superconductors. Currently both QAH state and superconductivity requires very low temperature, which limits their practical application. However, one may suspect that it is in general easier to realize a room-temperature QAH state than to realize a room temperature superconductor, because magnetism can easily occur at room temperature in many materials. More experimental and theoretical efforts in seeking QAH materials are certainly required for finding the route towards room temperature QAH effect.
